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R-Trees and Symmetric Differences of Sets
WERNER F. TERHALLE
The supremum of the symmetric difference x 4 y :D .x n y/ [ .y n x/ of subsets x; y of R satisfies
the so-called four-point condition; that is, for all x; x 0; y; y0  R , one has
sup.x 4 x 0/C sup.y 4 y0/  maxfsup.x 4 y/C sup.x 0 4 y0/; sup.x 4 y0/C sup.x 0 4 y/g:
It follows that the set E of all subsets of R which are bounded from above forms a valuated matroid
relative to the map v: E  E ! f−1g[R : .x; y/ 7! sup.x 4 y/. Hence, according to T-theory, there
exists an R-tree T.E;v/ uniquely determined by .E; v/ up to isometry, the ends of which correspond
in a one-to-one fashion to the elements of the completion of .E; v/. In addition, the points of T.E;v/
can be identified with those bounded subsets of R which contain their infimum.
Here, we show that these observations hold true in a much more general setting: given an arbitrary
non-empty set B and an arbitrary map r : B ! f−1g [ R , the map P.B/  P.B/! R [ f1g :
.x; y/ 7! sup r.x 4 y/ again satisfies the four-point condition; so any non-empty set Z of subsets of B
with sup r.x 4 y/ < 1 for all x; y 2 Z forms a valuated matroid of rank 2 relative to this map and,
therefore, gives rise to an R-tree.
It is shown here that every valuated matroid of rank 2 can be realized in this way by choosing an
appropriate system .B; r : B ! f−1g [ R; Z  P.B//; consequently, since every R-tree can be
embedded isometrically into T.E;v/ for some valuated matroid .E; v/, every R-tree can, in principle,
be described in terms of such a system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
So far, there are two well-studied situations in which one has a set E being equipped with
a map v : E  E ! f−1g [ R satisfying the condition
.FPC/ v.x; x 0/C v.y; y0/  maxfv.x; y/C v.x 0; y0/; v.x; y0/C v.x 0; y/g
for all x; x 0; y; y0 2 E : if one requires in addition that v.x; x/ D −1 holds for all x 2 E , then
the pair .E; v/ is a valuated matroid of rank 2 (cf. [5]), and if one requires in addition that
v.x; x/ D 0 holds for all x 2 E then the pair .E; v/ is a treelike (pseudo-)metric space (cf. [1]).
These two structures are strongly related to each other: according to T-theory (cf. [6]), every
valuated matroid .E; v/ of rank 2 determines—up to isometry—a unique path-infinite R-tree
.T.E;v/; d/ (a path-infinite R-tree is a special kind of treelike metric space) the ends of which
correspond in a one-to-one fashion to the completion of .E; v/ (cf. [6, 7]).
In [4], we studied the following situation: for the set E of all subsets of R which are
bounded from above and the map v: E  E ! f−1g [ R : .x; y/ 7! sup.x 4 y/, the pair
.E; v/ is a valuated matroid of rank 2—therefore, it determines a unique R-tree .T.E;v/; d/. It
was proved that the points of T.E;v/ can be identified with those bounded subsets of R which
contain their infimum. Furthermore, this R-tree was shown to have the nice property that, for
every t 2 T.E;v/, the set of connected components of T.E;v/ n ftg has the same cardinality as
P.R/, the set of subsets of R (cf. [4]).
The strong relationship between valuated matroids of rank 2 and treelike metric spaces led us
to the study of pairs .E; v/ satisfying (FPC) without any additional requirements ([3])—there
we called them just ‘trees’; the main result of those studies in the context considered here is
that every tree can be described as a substructure of the ‘super structure’ .X; u/ associated with
a valuated matroid .E; v/ and the path-infinite R-tree .T.E;v/; d/ constructed from it, where X
is the union of E with T.E;v/ and u : X  X ! f−1g [ R is an appropriately defined map.
Generalizing the setup of [4], we show here that one can not only find pairs .E; v/ with
property (FPC) en masse, but that every such pair .E; v/ can be realized by the construction
described in this paper:
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given any triple .B; r; Z/ consisting of a non-empty set B, a map r : B !
f−1g [ R and a non-empty set Z of subsets of B with sup r.x 4 y/ <1 for all
x; y 2 Z , the pair
.Z ; v: Z  Z ! f−1g [ R : .x; y/ 7! sup r.x 4 y//
is a valuated matroid of rank 2; vice versa, every valuated matroid of rank 2 can
be realized in terms of such a system .B; r; Z/.
Furthermore, it is easy to describe the associated path-infinite R-tree .T.Z ;v/; d/ and then to
combine both, .Z ; v/ and .T.Z ;v/; d/, to the super structure .X; u/ mentioned above.
The paper will end with a few examples.
2. MAIN RESULTS
Let B be a non-empty set, and let r : B ! OR :D f−1g [ R denote an arbitrary map. For
x; y  B, put
x 4 y :D fb 2 B j b 2 x and b 62 y; or b 62 x and b 2 yg;
as usual, and
xy :D sup r.x 4 y/ 2 R [ f1g:
A non-empty set Z  P.B/ of subsets of B is called r -bounded if, for all x; y 2 Z , one
has xy < C1.
REMARK. If ; 6D Z  P.B/ is r -bounded and z 2 Z , and if for every x 2 Z we let
x 0 :D x 4 z, then one has sup r.x 0/ < C1 and x 0y0 D xy for all x; y 2 Z .
PROPOSITION 1. Z is a valuated matroid† relative to the map v: Z Z ! OR : .x; y/ 7! xy,
i.e. for all x; y; u; v 2 Z one has
xy D yx < C1;
xy D −1() x D y;
and
xy C uv  maxfxu C yv; xv C yug:
There is a canonical 1-point-extension by some additional ideal element  62 Z , putting v.; x/ D
x D x D v.x; / :D 0 for every x 2 Z and, of course, v.; / D  :D −1.
Conversely, if .E;val : E  E ! OR/ is a valuated matroid, fix some e0 2 E , put
p: E ! R : e 7!

0; if e D e0,
val.e; e0/; else,
and define
valp: E  E ! OR : .e; f / 7! valp.e; f / D val.e; f /− p.e/− p. f /:
Then .E;valp/ is a valuated matroid as well, and one has valp.e; e0/ D 0 for every e 2
E n fe0g.
If, for B :D E  R and r : B ! R : .e; γ / 7! γ , one defines  : E n fe0g ! P.B/ by
.e/ :D f. f;valp.e; f // j f 2 E n fegg
†In this paper we call a valuated matroid what in [2, 5, 6] is called a simple valuated matroid of rank 2.
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for e 2 E n fe0g, and one puts
.e0/ :D 
for some additional ideal element  62 P.B/, then Z :D .E n fe0g/ is an r -bounded subset of
P.B/, and for all e; f 2 E one has
v..e/; . f // D valp.e; f /;
i.e.  : E ! Z [ fg is an isomorphism of the valuated matroids .E;valp/ and .Z [ fg; v/.
An r -bounded subset Z of P.B/ is called almost complete if, for every sequence .znjn 2 N/
in Z with supfsup r.zn/ j n 2 Ng < C1 and limN!1.supfzm zn j m; n  N g/ D −1, one
has
lim
n!1 zn :D
1[
ND1
1\
nDN
zn 2 Z :
For example, if Z is closed under countable intersections and countable unions, then it is
almost complete; or the set Z of all subsets x of B with sup r.x/ < C1 is almost complete;
in particular, every finite r -bounded subset Z of P.B/ is almost complete.
PROPOSITION 2. If Z is almost complete, then .Z[fg; v/ is complete as a valuated matroid,
i.e. for every z0 2 Z and
p0: Z [ fg ! R : z 7! maxfz; z0zg;
the map
D: .Z [ fg/ .Z [ fg/! R : .x; y/ 7! 2v.x;y/−p0.x/−p0.y/
is a complete (ultra-)metric on Z [ fg‡.
Conversely, if .Z [ fg; v/ is complete as a valuated matroid, then Z is almost complete as
an r -bounded subset of P.B/.
The following fact summarizes some definitions and results obtained in [3, 6]:
FACT 3. An R-tree is a metric space .T; d/ satisfying
(i) for all x; y 2 T , there exists a unique isometric embedding ’ of the real interval
[0; d.x; y/] into T with ’.0/ D x and ’.d.x; y// D y; and
(ii) for every continuous and injective map [0; 1] ! T : t 7! xt , one has d.x0; x1/ D
d.x0; xt /C d.xt ; x1/ for every t 2 [0; 1].
If for an R-tree .T; d/ one defines an end of T to be an equivalence class of isometric
embeddings " : R0 ,! T relative to the equivalence relation
"1  "2 :() "1. C 1/ D "2. C 2/ for some 1; 2 2 R0 and all   0;
then there exists for any end e of T and any a 2 T precisely one representative " 2 e with
".0/ D a denoted by ea , and the set E D ET of ends of T forms a valuated matroid relative to
the map
val: ET  ET ! f−1g [ R : .e; e0/ 7! −2 supft 2 R j ea.t/ D e0a.t/g
(if there is at least one end of T ) which is independent of the choice of a 2 T up to ‘projective
equivalence’;§ this valuated matroid will be called the ends’ matroid of .T; d/.
‡For more details on complete valuated matroids see [2].
§Two valuated matroids .E;val/ and .E 0;val0/ are called projectively equivalent if there exist some bijection  :
E ! E 0 and some map p : E ! R such that, for all e; f 2 E , one has val.e; f / D val0..e/; . f //− p.e/− p. f /.
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If for a valuated matroid .E;val/ one defines its T -construction to be the set
T.E;val/ :D fp : E ! R j p.e/ D maxf 2E fval.e; f /− p. f /g for all e 2 Eg;
endowed with the metric
d: T.E;val/  T.E;val/! R : .p; q/ 7! sup
e2E
jp.e/− q.e/j;
then this is an R-tree.
Furthermore, for every valuated matroid .E;val/ the R-tree .T.E;val/; d/ is path-infinite,
i.e. the union of isometric images of the real line R (so-called apartments); and for every R-tree
.T; d/ and any a 2 T , the valuated matroid .ET ;val/ is complete.
Finally, there is a certain ‘duality’: every path-infinite R-tree .T; d/ is isomorphic to the
T -construction .TET ; d/ of its ends’ matroid, and every complete valuated matroid is projectively
equivalent to the ends’ matroid .ET.E;val/ ;val/ of its T -construction.
In the case of the valuated matroid .Z [ fg; v/, its T -construction can be given more
explicitly:
THEOREM 4. Let B be a set, r : B ! OR be a map, and Z be an r -bounded subset of P.B/.
Define
X D X.B;r;Z/ :D fxγ j x  B; γ 2 R [ f1g; 9 Nx 2 Z : x D fb 2 Nx j r.b/ > γ gg;
T D T.B;r;Z/ :D fxγ 2 X j γ 2 Rg;
and
E D E.B;r;Z/ :D fxγ 2 X j γ 2 f1gg:
In addition, put
u : XX ! OR : .xγ ; y/ 7!
8<: 2 maxfxy; γ; g − γ
0 − 0; if γ 6D C1 6D ,
−γ 0 − 0; if γ D C1 6D  or γ 6D C1 D ,
−1; if γ D C1 D 
with
γ 0 :D

γ; if γ 2 R,
0; if γ 2 f1g.
Then u satisfies the so-called four-point condition, i.e. for all for all xγ ; y; z; w 2 X , one
has
u.xγ ; y/C u.z; w /  maxfu.xγ ; z/C u.y; w /; u.xγ ; w /C u.y; z/g:
Furthermore, .E; ujEE / is a valuated matroid, being isomorphic up to a factor 2 to the
valuated matroid .Z [ fg; v/ from above, and .T ; ujT T / is an R-tree which is isomorphic to
the T -construction of .E; ujEE /—thus, by duality, .E; ujEE / is projectively equivalent to the
ends’ matroid of .T ; ujT T /.
COROLLARY 5. Given any path-infinite R-tree .T; d/, there exist a set B, a map r : B ! OR
and an r -bounded subset Z of P.B/ such that .T; d/ is isomorphic to .T D T.B;r;Z/; ujT T /.
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3. PROOFS
The first part of Proposition 1 , i.e. that .Z ; v/ is a valuated matroid that can be extended
by the additional element , follows immediately from the following two Lemmata 6 and 7 :
LEMMA 6. For all x; y; z  B one has
xy  maxfxz; yzg:
PROOF. In view of .u 4 w/ 4 .v 4 w/ D u 4 v and therefore uv D .u 4 w/.v 4 w/ for all
u; v; w  B, we may assume that z D ;. Thus, we only have to prove
xy D sup r.x 4 y/  maxfsup r.x/; sup r.y/g
which obviously holds for all x; y  B. 2
LEMMA 7. For all x; y; u; v  B one has
xy C uv  maxfxu C yv; xv C yug:
PROOF. Assume that there are x; y; u; v  B such that xy C uv > xu C yv and xy C uv >
xv C yu. Then in view of Lemma 6 we have
max

xu C yv
xv C yu

< xyCuv  max

xu C uv
yu C uv

 max
8>><>>:
xu C yu
xu C yv
yu C xu
yu C xv
9>>=>>; D max
8<: xu C yuxu C yv
xv C yu
9=;I
hence
xy C uv  xu C yu
and, analogously,
xy C uv  xv C yv:
Thus
2xy C 2uv  xu C yu C xv C yv < 2xy C 2uv;
a contradiction. 2
PROOF (OF THE REMAINING SECOND PART OF PROPOSITION 1 .). That .E;valp/ is a val-
uated matroid is obvious. Note that, for all e; e0; f 2 E n fe0g one has
valp.e; e0/  maxfvalp.e; f /;valp.e0; f /g;
since this is equivalent to
valp.e; e0/C valp. f; e0/  maxfvalp.e; f /C valp.e0; e0/;valp.e0; f /C valp.e; e0/g:
Now, let e; f 2 E , e 6D f . Since . f;valp.e; f // 2 .e/ n . f /, one has .e/. f / 
valp.e; f /, and if g 2 E such that valp.e; g/ > valp.e; f / (thus g 6D e), one has
valp. f; g/ D valp.e; g/ (thus, g 6D f , too); hence .g;valp.e; g// D .g;valp. f; g// 2
.e/ \ . f /, and therefore .e/. f /  valp.e; f /. 2
We now prove that .Z [ fg; v/ is complete as a valuated matroid iff Z is almost complete.
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PROOF (OF PROPOSITION 2 .). Assume that Z is almost complete.
Note first that p0.x/ > p0.y/ for some x; y 2 Z implies p0.x/ D z0x > 0 as well as
z0x > z0 y and, therefore, xy D z0x (by Lemma 6 ) and xy − p0.x/ − p0.y/ D −p0.y/.
Hence, limN!1.supfzm zn − p0.zm/ − p0.zn/ j m; n  N g/ D −1, which is equivalent to
.zn/ being a Cauchy sequence relative to the metric D, implies that either there exist some
N 2 N and some  2 R with p0.zn/ D  for every n  N , or one has limn!1 p0.zn/ D C1.
Moreover, in the first case, one has necessarily limN!1.supfzm zn j m; n  N g/ D −1;
hence, in this case, for every  2 R one has fb 2 zm j r.b/ > g D fb 2 zn j r.b/ > g if
m; n 2 N are large enough—in particular, for z :D limn!1 zn one has limn!1 znz D −1,
and p0.zn/ D p0.z/ for every large n 2 N. For every x 2 Z n fzg, this implies znz < xz for
every large n 2 N, and, therefore, limn!1 zn x D zx ; and for x D , one has zn D 0 D z
for every n 2 N. Thus, one has
lim
n!1.zn x − p0.zn/− p0.x// D zx − p0.z/− p0.x/
for every x 2 Z [ fg.
In the second case, i.e. limn!1 p0.zn/ D C1, for every x 2 Z one has p0.x/ < p0.zn/ if
n 2 N is large enough, which implies zn x − p0.zn/− p0.x/ D −p0.x/ and, therefore,
lim
n!1.zn x − p0.zn/− p0.x// D x − p0./− p0.x/;
which obviously holds for x D , too.
The converse follows from the fact that in valuated matroids limits are unique (see [2]). 2
REMARK. Note that the proof implies that already .Z ; v/ is complete as a valuated matroid
iff the set fz0z j z 2 Zg is bounded from above.
The rest of this section provides the proof of Theorem 4 .
From now on, we look at the valuated matroid .Z [ fg; 2v/ (instead of .Z [ fg; v/ as
before)—which as a valuated matroid is isomorphic to .E; ujEE /: obviously, the map
 : Z [ fg ! E : z 7!

z−1 if z 2 Z ,
;C1 if z D ,
is bijective and satisfies
u..z/; .z0// D 2zz0
for all z; z0 2 Z [ fg—and its T -construction, the R-tree T.Z[fg;2v/.
Note that for xγ ; y 2 T , one has u.xγ ; y/ D 0 iff xγ D y , and for xγ ; y 2 E , one has
u.xγ ; y/ D −1 iff xγ D y .
In [3], we proved the following
FACT 8. Let .E;val/ be a valuated matroid, and let T.E;val/ and d be as in Fact 3 . If one
defines
X :D E [ T.E;val/;
and
u: X  X ! f−1g [ R : .x; y/ 7!
8><>:
d.x; y/; if x; y 2 T.E;val/
x.y/; if x 2 T.E;val/; y 2 E
y.x/; if x 2 E; y 2 T.E;val/
val.x; y/; if x; y 2 E .
then one has
u.x; x 0/C u.y; y0/  maxfu.x; y/C u.x 0; y0/; u.x; y0/C u.x 0; y/g
for all x; x 0; y; y0 2 X .
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Furthermore, in [6] we prove the following:
FACT 9. Let .E;val/ and .T.E;val/; d/ be as above. Let a 2 E .
(i) A map p : E ! R is an element of T.E;val/ iff there exist some e 2 E n fag and some
 2 R such that
p D pe;: E ! R : f 7! maxfval.a; f /− ;val.e; f /C g − 12 val.a; e/I
(ii) for all e; f 2 E and all ;  2 R, one has
d.pe;; p f;/ D maxfjpe;.a/− p f;.a/j; jpe;.e/− p f;.e/j; jpe;. f /− p f;. f /jg:
Hence, every p 2 T.Z[fg;2v/ is of the form
p D px;γ : Z [ fg ! R : z 7! maxf2  z − γ; 2xz C γ g
for some x 2 Z and some γ 2 R.
LEMMA 10.
(i) For z; w 2 Z and γ 2 R, one has
pz;γ D pw;γ
iff zw  −γ ; thus, for xγ 2 T one can define
pxγ :D p Nx;−γ
for any Nx 2 Z with x D fb 2 Nx j r.b/ > γ g;
(ii) for xγ ; y 2 T one has
dT .pxγ ; py / D u.xγ ; y/
—in particular, pxγ D py iff xγ D y .
Thus, .T ; ujT T / and .T.Z[fg;2v/; d/ are isometric metric spaces.
PROOF.
(i) If px;γ D py;γ , then one has
−γ D px;γ .x/ D py;γ .x/ D maxf−γ; 2xy C γ g;
thus xy  −γ .
Conversely, if xy  −γ , then one has px;γ ./ D γ D py;γ ./ and px;γ .x/ D
−γ D py;γ .x/ as well as px;γ .y/ D −γ D py;γ .y/; thus—in view of Fact 9 , (ii)—
d.px;γ ; py;γ / D 0, i.e. px;γ D py;γ .
(ii) For xγ ; y 2 T , choose Nx; Ny 2 Z such that x D fb 2 Nx j r.b/ > γ g and y D fb 2 Ny j
r.b/ > g; hence pxγ D p Nx;−γ and py D p Ny;− .
Without loss of generality, we may assume that γ  .
In any case, we have
jpxγ ./− py ./j D  − γ:
If Nx Ny   and, hence, xy  , we have
jpxγ . Nx/− py . Nx/j D jγ −maxf; 2 Nx Ny − gj D  − γ
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and
jpxγ . Ny/− py . Ny/j D jmaxfγ; 2 Nx Ny − γ g − j   − γ;
thus, in view of Fact 9 , (ii), we have
d.pxγ ; py / D  − γ D u.xγ ; y/I
and if, otherwise, Nx Ny > , hence xy >  and, thus,
u.xγ ; y/ D 2xy − γ − ;
we have
jpxγ . Nx/− py . Nx/j D jγ − 2 Nx Ny C j D 2xy − γ − 
as well as
jpxγ . Ny/− py . Ny/j D j2 Nx Ny − γ − j D 2xy − γ − I
thus, again,
d.pxγ ; py / D u.xγ ; y/:
With this, the proof of Theorem 4 is finished. 2
4. EXAMPLES
The best way to understand what an abstractly defined R-tree looks like is to have a knowl-
edge of the ‘degrees’ of its elements:
FACT 11. For a valuated matroid .E;val/, every element p of its T -construction T.E;val/,
and every e 2 E , the set 0.T.E;val/ n fpg/ of connected components of T.E;val/ n fpg is
canonically isomorphic to K[ feg, where K is the set of equivalence classes in fe0 2 E j
p.e/C p.e0/ D val.e; e0/g relative to the equivalence relation
e0  e00 :() p.e0/C p.e00/ > val.e0; e00/:
(For a proof, see [3].)
Here, this means:
LEMMA 12. For every xγ 2 T , the set 0.T n fxγ g/ of connected components of T n fxγ g is
canonically isomorphic to K[ f;C1g, where K is the set of equivalence classes in fy−1 2 E j
xy  γ g relative to the equivalence relation
y−1  y0−1 :() yy0 < γ:
Now, here are some examples:
(1) B 6D ; any set; r : B ! R : b 7! 0; ; 6D Z  P.B/ any subset. This gives a ‘bush with
# Z C 1 ends’: T n f;0g consists of # Z C 1 connected components, and T n fxγ g of 2 for
any xγ 2 T else; i.e. T consists of # Z C 1 real half-lines glued together in one point.
(2) B D R; r D id; Z set of all subsets of R which are bounded from above. This gives
the ‘Real Tree’ described in [4], i.e. T is an R-tree such that for every xγ 2 T the set
T n fxγ g consists of as many connected components as there are subsets of R.
(3) B D R; r D id; Z set of all subsets of Z which are bounded from above. This gives the
‘building for GL2.Q2/’ (the general linear group of rank 2 over the 2-adic number field),
i.e. for every xγ 2 T the set T n fxγ g consists of 3 connected components if γ 2 Z,
and of 2 else; one can think of T as an graph-theoretical tree with every vertex having
degree 3.
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Here is a picture of a substructure of Examples (2) and (3):
?
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
CO
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
CO
q
q
q
q
q
q q q
f0; 1g−1 f1g−1 f0g−1 ;−1
;C1
f0; 1g−1 f1g−1 f0g−1 ;−1
f1g0 ;0
;1
;2
B D R,
r :D id,
Z :D P.f0; 1g/:
C
C
C
C
C
C
CO
CC
C
C
C
C
C
C
CO
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